
WHY DELANNOY NUMBERS?CYRIL BANDERIER AND SYLVIANE SCHWERAbstrat. This artile is not a researh paper, but a little note on the historyof ombinatoris: We present here a tentative short biography of Henri De-lannoy, and a survey of his most notable works. This answers to the questionraised in the title, as these works are related to lattie paths enumeration,to the so-alled Delannoy numbers, and were the �rst general way to solveBallot-like problems.This version orresponds to an update (May 2002) of the abstrat submitted (February2002) by the �rst author to the 5th lattie path ombinatoris and disrete distributionsonferene (Athens, June 5-7, 2002). The artile will appear in the Journal of StatistialPlanning and Inferenes and this ArXiV version has some minor typo orretions.1. Classial lattie pathsBefore to takle the question of Delannoy numbers and Delannoy lattie paths,note that the lassial number sequenes or lattie paths have the name of a mathe-matiian: the Italian Leonardo Fibonai (�1170{�1250), the Frenh Blaise Pasal(1623{1662), the Swiss Jaob Bernoulli (1654{1705), the Sottish James Stirling(1692{1770), the Swiss Leonhard Euler (1707{1783), the Belgian Eug�ene Catalan(1814{1894), the German Ernst Shr�oder (1841{1902), the German Walther vonDyk (1856{1934), the Polish Jan  Lukasiewiz (1878{1956), the Amerian EriTemple Bell (1883{1960), the Amerian Theodore Motzkin (1908-1970), the IndianTadepalli Venkata Narayana (1930{1987), . . . It is quite amusing that some of themare nowadays more famous in ombinatoris for problems whih an be explainedin terms of lattie paths than in their original �eld (algebra or logi for Dyk,Shr�oder, and  Lukasiewiz1).Fibonai numbers appear in his 1202 Liber abai (also spelled abbai) [80℄.\Catalan numbers" an be found in various works, inluding [17, 79℄. Catalan alledthese numbers \Segner numbers"; and the atual terminology is due to Netto whowrote the �rst lassial introdution to ombinatoris [68℄. The name \Shr�odernumbers" honors the seminal paper [76℄ and an be found in Comtet's \Analyseombinatoire" [21℄ and also in one of his artiles published in 1970. The name\Motzkin numbers" an be found in [37℄ and is related to Motzkin's artile [66℄. Thename \Narayana numbers" was given by Kreweras by referene to the artile [67℄(these numbers were also independently studied by John P. Runyon, a olleagueof Riordan. These are alled Runyon numbers in Riordan's book [73℄, p.17). Thename \Dyk paths" omes from the more usual \Dyk words/Dyk Language"whih have been widely used for more than �fty years. We strongly reommend theleture of R. Stanley, whih gives some omments about the surprisingly old originof these names and problems (f pp. 212{213 of [81℄).Date: November 5, 2004.1See the MaTutor History of Mathematis http://www-groups.ds.st-and.a.uk/�history/1



2 C. BANDERIER AND S. SCHWER2. Delannoy numbersDelannoy is another \famous" name whih is assoiated to an integer sequenerelated to lattie paths enumeration. Delannoy's numbers indeed orrespond to thesequene (Dn;k)n;k2N, the number of walks from (0; 0) to (n; k), with jumps (0; 1),(1; 1), or (1; 0).1 19 181 1159 5641 22363 75517 224143 598417 14625631 17 145 833 3649 13073 40081 108545 265729 5984171 15 113 575 2241 7183 19825 48639 108545 2241431 13 85 377 1289 3653 8989 19825 40081 755171 11 61 231 681 1683 3653 7183 13073 223631 9 41 129 321 681 1289 2241 3649 56411 7 25 63 129 231 377 575 833 11591 5 13 25 41 61 85 113 145 1811 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 191 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1In this array, the lower left entry is D0;0 = 1 and the upper right entry isD10;10 = 8097453. Entry with oordinates (n; k) gives the number of Delannoywalks from (0; 0) to (n; k). The three steps (0; 1), (1; 1), and (1; 0) being respetivelyenoded by x, y and xy, the generating funtion of Delannoy walks isF (x; y; t) = Xn�0(x + y + xy)ntn = 11� t(x + y + xy) ;where t enodes the length (number of jumps) of the walk.The entral Delannoy numbers Dn;n (EIS 18502) are in bold in the above array.They have appeared for several problems: properties of lattie and posets, numberof domino tilings of the Azte diamond of order n augmented by an additionalrow of length 2n in the middle [75℄, alignments between DNA sequenes [86℄. . . Thegenerating funtion of the entral Delannoy numbers isD(z) := Xn�0Dn;nzn = [x0℄ 11� (zx + z=x + z) = 1p1� 6z + z2= 1 + 3 z + 13 z2 + 63 z3 + 321 z4 + 1683 z5 + 8989 z6 + 48639 z7 + O(z8) :The notation [xn℄F (x) stands for the oeÆient of xn in the Taylor expansion ofF (x) at x = 0. The square-root expression is obtained by a resultant or a residueomputation (this is lassial for the diagonal of rational generating funtions).This losed form for D(z) gives, by singularity analysis (see the nie book [43℄):Dn;n = (3 + 2p2)np�p3p2� 4 �n�1=22 � 23n�3=232(8 + 3p2) + 2401n�5=22048(113 + 72p2) + O(n�7=2)�� 5:82842709n �:57268163n�1=2� :06724283n�3=2 + :00625063n�5=2 + : : : � :One has also Dn;k = nXi=0 �ni��ki�2i. Quite often, people note that there is alink between Legendre polynomials and Delannoy numbers [46, 56, 64℄, and indeed2This number refers to the wonderful On-Line Enylopedia of Integer Sequenes, seehttp://www.researh.att.om/�njas/sequenes/



WHY DELANNOY NUMBERS? 3Dn;n = Pn(3), but this is not a very relevant link as there is no \natural" om-binatorial orrespondene between Legendre polynomials and these lattie paths.Comtet [21℄ showed that the oeÆients of any algebrai generating funtion satisfya linear reurrene (whih allows to ompute them in linear time). For dn := Dn;n,it leads to (n + 2)dn+2 � (6n + 9)dn+1 + (n + 1)dn = 0.For this kind of lattie paths with jumps �1; 0;+1, one has links with on-tinuous fration [42℄, with determinants [45℄, with ontext free grammars [55℄...Numerous generalizations have been investigated: walks in the quarter plane [39℄,multi-dimensional lattie paths [6, 52, 82, 47, 48℄.It is lassial in probability theory (see [11℄ for some disussions with a ombi-natorial avor) and more preisely in the theory of Brownian motion to onsiderthe following onstraints for lattie paths:walks ending anywhere ending in 0unonstrained(on Z) walk (W) bridge (B)onstrained(on N) meander (M) exursion (E)Figure 1. The four types of paths: walks, bridges, meanders,and exursions.For these four kinds of walks and for any �nite set of jumps, there exists a nieformula for the orresponding generating funtion, whih appears to be algebraiand from whih one an derive the asymptotis and limit laws for several parametersof the lattie paths (see [9℄).Delannoy numbers Dn;n orrespond to bridges with a set of jumps f+1;�1; 0g(where the 0 jump is in fat of length 2). Consider now the language D of entralDelannoy paths, enoded via the letters a; b;  (for the jumps +1;�1;+0 resp.).Exursions with these jumps are alled Shr�oder paths. We note S the languageof Shr�oder paths (exursions) and �S the set of their mirror with respet to thex-axis. Then, the natural ombinatorial deomposition D = (�aSb + �b �Sa)��(whih means that one sees a Delannoy path [bridge℄ as a sequene of Shr�oderpaths [exursions℄ above or below the x-axis) leads toD(z2) = 11� 2z2S(z) 11�z2 11� z2 where S(z) = 1� z2 �p1� 6z2 + z42z2is the generating funtion of Shr�oder paths. This link between exursions andbridges is always easy to express when the set of jumps is symmetri or with jumpsof amplitude at most 1, but there is also a relation between exursions and bridgesin a more general ase (see [9℄ for ombinatorial and analytial proofs).
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Figure 2. Henri Auguste Delannoy (1833-1915). Portrait pro-vided by the Soi�et�e des Sienes Naturelles et Arh�eologiques dela Creuse, where it is exhibited.Despite all these appearanes of Delannoy numbers (see [84℄ for a list of 29 objetsounted by Delannoy numbers!), the lassial books in ombinatoris or omputersiene whih are usually aurate for \redde Caesari quae sunt Caesaris" (e.g.,Comtet, Stanley, Knuth) are mute about this mysterious Delannoy.3. Henri Auguste Delannoy (1833-1915)Some people suggested that \Delannoy" was related either to the Frenh math-ematiian Charles Delaunay (like in Delaunay triangulations) or to the Russianmathematiian Boris Nikolaevih Delone, but this is not the ase, as we shall see.It is true that \Delannoy" sounds like (and atually is) a Frenh family name[d^lanoa℄ in approximative phoneti alphabet (^ like in \duk" and a in \have").There are in fat thousands of Delannoy, mostly in the North of Frane and inBelgium. This toponym means \de Lannoy", that is to say who originates fromthe town of Lannoy; \lannoy" meaning a plae with a lot of alders; yet how to �nd\our" Delannoy among all these homonyms? The terminology \Delannoy numbers"beame widely used as it an be found in Comtet's book in the footnote fromexerise 20, p.93 [21℄: \these numbers are often alled Delannoy numbers" withoutany referene. In the English edition \Advaned Combinatoris" [22℄, the footnotebeomes inserted in the text (p.81) but there is still no referene.In fat, it appears to be a good idea to look in Luas' books (see [24℄ for some bi-ographial informations on �Edouard Luas [1842-1891℄): Indeed, in the seond edi-tion of the �rst volume of the R�er�eations math�ematiques [58℄, Luas wrote in the



WHY DELANNOY NUMBERS? 5prefae \J'adresse mes plus vifs remeriements �a mon ami sin�ere et d�evou�e, Henry3Delannoy,. . . " and at page 13 of this introdution we are told that Henri Delannoywas intendant. In the seond volume [63℄, the fourth rereation was dediated toMonsieur Henri Delannoy, anien �el�eve de l' �Eole Polytehnique, sous-intendantmilitaire de Premi�ere lasse. After the death of his friend Luas in Otober 1891,Henri Delannoy ontributed with Lemoine and Laisant4 to the publiation of thethird and fourth volumes5 [60, 61℄ as well as to the book L'arithm�etique amu-sante [62℄.Like most of the Frenh military intendants, Delannoy was a student from the�Eole Polytehnique (whih was the plae where military oÆers reeived a sien-ti� eduation). From a database6 of the former students, one knows that Henri(Auguste) Delannoy is born in 1833 in Bourbonne-les-Bains (Haute-Marne, Frane).His father was Om�ere Benjamin Joseph Delannoy (ountable oÆer) and his motherwas Fran�oise Delage; they were living in the ity of Bourges. In 1853, he passedthe �Eole Polytehnique entrane exam (with rank 62); then he graduated in 1854with rank 91/106 and �nished with rank 67/94 in 1855. It is quite funny that thisdatabase also ontains, like for any other polytehniian, a physial desription ofHenri Delannoy: dark brown hair, average brow, average nose, blue eyes, smallmouth, round hin, round fae, height: 1,68m!In the arhive enter of the Frenh Army (in the Château de Vinennes), onean �nd his reord under the number 61241. From this and [1, 7℄, we know thatDelannoy was �rst in the Artillery orps as sous-lieutenant (with rank 12/37 fromthe appliation shool), lieutenant (1857), took part in the Italy ampaign (27 May-18 August 1859) and in the Solf�erino battle (24 June 1859). When he ame bak,he married his dulinea Olympe-Marguerite Guillon on the 10 November 1859.They had 2 daughters and one boy. Delannoy was promoted aptain in 1863. Hethen beame a supplier-administrator: Intendant-Adjoint in 1865, sous-intendantof third lass in 1867, of seond lass in 1872, of �rst lass in 1882 (he was nowa widower). He spent three years in Afria (6 Ot. 1866 - 25 Ot. 1869). Hewas the governor of the military Hospital of Sidi-bel-Abes, Algeria, during theterrible typhus epidemi (he belonged the Supply Corps and they were in hargethe sanitary a�airs). He translated for himself and perhaps also for his hierarhyseveral German books/notes about the Supply Corps. He took part in the 1870war between Frane and Prussia. It is mentioned without explanation that he wasin Deutshland on July 26, 1870 (that is, 4 days after the delaration of war. . . )and on Marh 7, 1871 (that is, 3 days before the treaty of London. . . ). He wasdeorated with the m�edaille d'Italie, the d�eoration sarde de la Valeur militaire,the Croix de la L�egion d'Honneur on July 18, 1868, and the Rosette d'OÆier dela L�egion d'Honneur in Deember 20, 1886. He ould have reahed the highestmilitary ranks, but he wanted peae and deided to retire (January 9, 1889) inGu�eret (the main ity of the Frenh department \la Creuse"), beginning a seondlife dediated to siene and more partiularly to mathematis.3There is no mistake, he was born Henry and asked to hange it into Henri. We use in thisartile the �rst name Henri, as it was Delannoy's hoie and as this was oÆially approved.4The rôle played by eah one is explained in [4℄.5Available at the web site of the Frenh National Library http://gallia.bnf.fr/6Available at http://bibli.polytehnique.fr:4505/ALEPH0/



6 C. BANDERIER AND S. SCHWERLooking for Delannoy* in the Zentralblatt volumes of 1860{19207, gives the fol-lowing nine artiles [26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 34, 33, 35, 36℄. The referenes, problems,methods, and solutions used in these artiles are similar to the ones often mentionedin Luas' books. Most of Delannoy's artiles are signed by Monsieur (H.) Delannoy,military intendant in the ity of Orl�eans (and later, retired military intendant inthe ity of Gu�eret). Delannoy was a quite ative member of the Frenh Mathe-matial Soiety (SMF) in whih he was admitted in 1882, introdued by Luas andLaisant. He disappeared from the SMF's list in 1905, while he still ontributed tol'Interm�ediaire des Math�ematiiens until 1910. This amateur mathematiian thensank into oblivion and we found no obituary in the SMF bulletins at the oasionof his death on February 5, 1915.In his death erti�ate, he was referred as president of the Soi�et�e des SienesNaturelles et Arh�eologiques de la Creuse. This Soiety is in fat still very dynami8.It eventually appears that this Soiety, over whih Delannoy presided from 1896to 1915, has some arhives, a part of whih was given by Delannoy's family. Theyinlude some biographies written when Delannoy was still alive [10, 1℄, a list ofhis publiations, and also an obituary and a short biography by members of theSoiety [7, 15℄. We shall ome bak on Delannoy's works in this Soiety in Setion 5and we now onsider Delannoy's ontribution to mathematis.4. Delannoy's mathematial workDelannoy began his mathematial life reading the mathematial rereations thatLuas began to publish in 1879 in La Revue Sienti�que. He was in ontat withhim in 1880 and began immediately to work with him, answering to letters ofmathematiians transmitted by Luas.The �rst mention, in a mathematial work, to Delannoy is in an artile byLuas \Figurative arithmetis and permutations (1883)" [57℄, whih deals withenumeration of on�gurations of 8 queens-like problems (the simplest one being:how to plae n tokens on an n � n array, with no row or olumn with 2 tokens).Delannoy is there redited for having omputed several sequenes.Some years later, in 1886, Delannoy made his �rst mathematial publi appear-ane in the annual meeting of the \Assoiation Fran�aise pour l'Avanements desSienes". We now give the list of Delannoy's artiles.4.1. Using a hessboard to solve arithmetial problems(1886) [25℄. In thisartile, Delannoy omes bak on Luas' artile mentioned above and explains how hean use a \hessboard" (in modern words: an array) to get the formula n�k+1n+1 � nn+k�for the number of Dyk paths of length n ending at altitude k by using somethingwhih is not far from what one alls now the Desir�e Andr�e reetion priniple, whihwas in fat published one year later [3℄. Note that Feller says (without referenes,see pages 72 and 369 of [41℄, 340 of [40℄) that Lord Kelvin \method of images"for solving some partial di�erential equations is a kind analyti equivalent of thereetion priniple in disguise. However, if one has a look on William Thomson'sletter to Liouville [85℄, the link is rather mild and the leaver ombinatorial ideasof Andr�e & Delannoy annot be attributed to Lord Kelvin.7The \Jahrbuh �uber die Fortshritte der Mathematik" (annual review on the progresses ofmathematis) is available at http://www.emis.de/MATH/JFM/8htpp://perso.wanadoo.fr/jp-l/SSC23/



WHY DELANNOY NUMBERS? 7Delannoy makes the link Tx;y = � xx+y� � �x�1x+y� = y�x+1y+1 � xx+y� between entriesfrom the retangular array (our walks on Z, here given by the binomial oeÆients)and entries from the triangular array (walks onstrained to remain in the upperplane, our Dyk paths). The numbers Tx;y are alled (in English) \ballot numbers",but they are also alled Delannoy{Segner numbers in Albert Sade's review (in theMathematial Reviews) of Touhard's artile [87℄. Kreweras [54℄ and Penaud [71℄follow this terminology (quoting Riordan or Errera [38℄ but none of Delannoy'sartiles whih all sank into oblivion). In onlusion, these \Delannoy{(Segner)"numbers Tx;y are not the \famous" Delannoy numbers Dn;k de�ned in Setion 2.4.2. The length of the game (1888) [26℄. There are several ontributions ofRouh�e and Bertrand in the Comptes Rendus de l'Aad�emie des Sienes on thefollowing problem that they all the game: \two players have n frans and playa game, at eah round, the winner gets one fran from his opponent. One stopswhen one of the two players is ruined." When the game is fair, the probability tobe ruined at the beginning of the round m is (with q = m�n2 ):(�1)m�nn nXk=1(�1)k�1 sin � (2k � 1)�2n � osm�1 � (2k � 1)�2n �= n2m�1 q=nXk=0(�1)k 2k + 1m+n2 + kn�m� 1q � kn� :Rouh�e proves the left hand part with some determinant omputations and Delan-noy uses lattie paths to get the right hand part (laiming justly that there was amistake in Rouh�e's �rst formula).One an see this problem as a Dyk walk in the strip [�n; n℄, that is why theformula is similar to the formula 14 from [23℄ in their enumeration of planted planetrees of bounded height (Feller [40℄ gives also some omments on this).4.3. How to use a hessboard to solve various probability theory prob-lems (1889) [27℄. This is a potpourri of seven ballot-like or ruin-like problemspartially solved by de Moivre, Laplae, Huyghens, Amp�ere, Rouh�e, Bertrand,Andr�e, . . . for whih Delannoy presents his simple solutions, obtained by his lattiepaths enumeration method. He alls the lattie \hessboard". The di�erent on-straints orresponds to di�erent kind of hessboards: triangular for walks in theupper-plane, retangular for unonstrained walks, pentagonal for walks boundedfrom above, hexagonal for walks in a strip (modern authors from statistial physissometimes talk about walks with a wall or two walls [53℄). Delannoy numbers (andthe two orresponding binomial formulae) appear at page 51. Delannoy says thatit orresponds to the direted walk of a queen (si), and that this problem wassuggested to him by Laisant. This (and the further advertisement by Luas of De-lannoy's works, see e.g. p. 174 of [59℄ on \Delannoy's arithmetial square", whihis exatly the array given in Setion 2) answers to the question raised in our title.The authors who later wrote about Delannoy numbers/arrays then gave referenesto Luas [59℄, whereas Delannoy's artiles sank into oblivion.4.4. Various problems about the game (1890) [29℄. Using an enumerationargument, simplifying the sum that he obtained and then using the Stirling formula,he gives the asymptoti result 1p2�p2n as the di�erene between the number of won



8 C. BANDERIER AND S. SCHWERand lost games, after 2n games. He also answers to other problems, e.g. what isthe probability to have a group of 2; 3; : : : ; 8 ards of the same olor in a paket of32 ards.4.5. Formulae related the binomial oeÆients (1890) [28℄. He gives severalbinomial formulae, suh as Ppk=0(p� 2k)2�pk� = p2p.4.6. On the geometrial trees and their use in the theory of hemialompounds. (1894) [30, 31℄. A hemist asked for some explanations of Cay-ley's results, mentioned in a German review. Delannoy translated this reviewand orreted a omputational mistake, giving his own method, without know-ing [18, 19, 20℄. This orresponds to the sequenes EIS 22 (entered hydroarbonswith n atoms) and EIS 200 (bientered hydroarbons with n atoms). Appliationof ombinatoris to enumeration of hemial on�gurations is a subjet whih willbe later revisited by P�olya [72℄.4.7. How to use a hessboard to solve some probability theory problems(1895) [34℄. Delannoy makes a summary of 17 appliations of his theory of trian-gular/square/pentagonal/hexagonal hessboard. The array of Delannoy numbers(see our Setion 2) appears on the page 76 from this artile.4.8. On a question of probabilities studied by d'Alembert (1895) [33℄.Delannoy orrets some mistakes in Montfort's solution to a problem raised byd'Alembert.4.9. A question of undetermined analysis (1897) [35℄. A review (by ProfessorLampe) of this artile an be found in the Jahrbuh �uber die Fortshritte derMathematik. However, we were not able to get this artile. There were in fat twojournals whose name was \Journal de Math�ematiques �el�ementaires" (one edited byVuibert and the other edited by Bourget/Longhamps), neither of them seems toontain the quoted artile.4.10. On the probability of simultaneous events (1898) [36℄. A priest wrotean artile in whih he was bravely ontesting the "third Laplae priniple" P (A \B) = P (A)P (B) for two independent events, arguing with three examples. Delan-noy shows that they present a misunderstanding of "independent events", whihgoes bak to the original fuzzy de�nition by de Moivre.4.11. Contributions to \L'Interm�ediaire des Math�ematiiens" [32℄. Thisjournal was reated in 1894 by C.-A. Laisant and �Emile Lemoine. It is quite similarto the atual si.math newsgroups. This journal was indeed only made of prob-lems/questions/solutions/answers.During the quoted period, numerous famous mathematiians made some ontri-butions to this journal: Appell, Borel, Broard, Burali-Forti, Cantor, Catalan, Cay-ley, Ces�aro, Chebyshev, Darboux, Dikson, Goursat, Hadamard, Hermite, Jumbert,Hurwitz, Jensen, Jordan, Kempe, Koenigs, Laisant, Landau, Laurent, Lemoine,Lerh, L�evy, Lindel�of, Lipshitz, Moore, Nobel, Piard, Rouh�e. . .From 1894 until 1908 (date of his last mathematial ontribution), Delannoy wasan ative ollaborator: he raised or solved around 70 questions/problems. Theseare questions number 20, 29, 32, 51, 84, 95, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 155, 191, 192,314, 330, 360, 371, 407, 424, 425, 443, 444, 451, 453, 493, 494, 514, 601, 602, 603,664, 668, 749, 1090, 1304, 1360, 1459, 1471, 1479, 1551, 1552, 1578, 1659, 1723,



WHY DELANNOY NUMBERS? 91869, 1875, 1894, 1922, 1925, 1926, 1938, 1939, 2074, 2076, 2077, 2091, 2195, 2212,2216, 2251, 2305, 2325, 2452, 2455, 2583, 2638, 2648, 2868, 2873, 3326.These ontributions an be lassi�ed in three sets: the problems and solutionsrelated to ombinatoris (enumeration and appliations to probabilisti problems),problems and solutions related to elementary number theory (representations of in-tegers as sum of some powers, Fermat-like problems), and questions/answers relatedto Luas' books (so mainly rereative mathematis, but not so trivial problems asit inludes, e.g., the four olor problem).To these artiles, perhaps one should add some r�er�eations of [61℄ (omparethe warning in its prefae), and also some problems written by Luas, but withDelannoy's solutions. The same holds for artiles written by Luas in La Nature.Finally, there are some books [16, 22, 44, 58, 59, 61, 62, 63℄ (Luas, Frolow, andCatalan intensively orresponded with Delannoy for their books) or artiles [2, 12,14, 5, 49, 50, 51, 54, 65, 69, 70, 71, 74, 75, 78, 83, 87, 88, 89℄ whih mention eitherDelannoy numbers or some of Delannoy's results/methods.5. Other Delannoy's worksBesides mathematis, Delannoy painted waterolors and, perhaps more impor-tantly, studied history. Indeed, from 1897 to 1914, he published 29 aurate arhae-ologial/historial artiles in the M�emoires de la Soi�et�e des Sienes Naturelles etarh�eologiques de la Creuse.Let us give a taste of Delannoy's writer talent: here some titles of his artiles:\On the signi�ation of word ieuru", \One more word about ieuru", \A riot inGu�eret in 1705", \Aubusson's tapestries", \A bigamist in Gu�eret", \Grapevines inthe Creuse", a lot of studies \Criminal trials in the Marhe. The ase . . . ", severalstudies on abbeys and some \Critial list of the abbots from . . . ", and last but notleast, \An impotene trial in the 18th entury". When he died, at the age of 81,about a dozen other artiles were still in progress.Delannoy is surely one of the last \self-made" mathematiians who sueededin getting a name in this �eld, rivaling professional mathematiians. What he dis-overed is nowadays well understood and an be lassi�ed as \basi enumerativeombinatoris". However, despite the simpliity of his tools, it seems to us that De-lannoy's work (and more generally, the underlying ombinatoris) is a nie exampleof what ould, but is atually not taught to young students (or even in high-shools),as an introdution to researh in mathematis, also allowing the use of omputersand omputer algebra softwares. This kind of mathematis is only present at themathematial Olympiads. This attrative bridge between enumeration, geometry,probability theory, analysis, . . . deserves a better plae.It appears very learly, thanks to the arhives of the Soiety of Natural Sienesand Arhaeology, that besides his own publiations, Delannoy played a great rôlein heking proofs for numerous mathematiians and historians who wrote to havehis ontribution [4℄. The arhive from the Soiety and from Delannoy's family inGu�eret reveals a true honnête homme, as de�ned in the seventeenth entury.
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